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(Ewww Yeaahhh) 
Only you plus me 
Forever how its gona be 
That's our love theory 

The way I see it 
These are the things we have to do 
To make this work this relationship between me and
you 
Far beyond the obvious physicalities 
This goes way beyond what the human eye can see 
I need to go deeper (deeper) deep inside your mind (in
you) 
To see the common things inside of you that we might
find 
(a lil lov'n a lil laughter) can lead to happy ever after 
All these things we can be that's the theory that's
relative to me 

Only you plus me 
I swear that's how its gona be (mm mmm mm mm) 
That's our love theory (love's theory) 
1 and 1 makes 2 
And always be a me and you (a me and you) 
That's our love's theory 

The way I see it 
These are the things we have to do (we have to do) 
To make this work this relationship between me and
you 
Far beyond the obvious physicalities 
This goes way beyond what the human eye can see 
I need to go deeper (deeper) deep inside your mind 
To see the common things inside of you that we might
find 
(a lil lov'n a lil laughter) can lead to happy ever after 

All these things we can be that's the theory relative to
me (me) 

Only you plus me 
I swear that's how its gona be (how its gona be gona
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be) 
That's our love theory (aahhh yeeaaah) 
1 and 1 makes 2 
And always be a me and you (always be me and you
baby) 
It's our love's theory 

(BRIDGE) 
What else can I say (what else can I say) 
I don't want to end it this way (noo I don't want to end it
this way no-no naw) 
Everything I have is for you 
Can't you see you mean everything to me (meeeeeah) 

(Ew eww ewww aahh yaaa) 
Only you plus me 
I swear that's how its gona be (baby that's the way its
gona be) 
That's our love theory (that's my love theory/that's our
love theory yeah) 
1 and 1 makes 2 
And always be a me and you (me and you you and me
love's theory) 
1 and 1 makes 2 (ewww that's our love) 
That's our love's theory (that's our love baby) 
Forever ever ever ever that's our love's theory 
It's our love's theory yeaah (it's our love's theory baby) 
Uh huh baby (a touch from a touch from me that's our
love's theory) 
Yes boy (theeoorry) (Ohhh yeaaah yeah)
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